Damped response theory is applied to the calculation of two-photon absorption (TPA) spectra, which are determined directly, at each frequency, from a modified damped cubic response function. The TPA spectrum may therefore be evaluated for selected frequency ranges, making the damped TPA approach attractive for calculations on large molecules with a high density of states, where the calculation of TPA using standard theory is more problematic. Damped response theory can also be applied to the case of intermediate state resonances, where the standard TPA expression is divergent. Both exact damped response theory and its application within density functional theory are discussed. The latter is implemented using an atomic-orbital based density matrix formulation, which makes the approach especially suitable for studies on large systems. A test preliminary study is presented for the TPA spectrum of R-(+)-1,1 -bi(2-naphtol).
I. INTRODUCTION
A vast range of molecular properties may be evaluated from standard response functions and their residues. 1 In standard response theory the response functions diverge whenever one or more of the optical frequencies equal an excitation energy leading to a nonphysical behavior for molecular properties in the resonance region. However, by introducing empirical damping terms into the standard response function expressions, the singularities of the response functions are effectively removed by extending the domain of the response functions to the complex plane. [2] [3] [4] [5] The resulting damped response functions are therefore well-behaved in the entire frequency range.
Norman et al. 6 formulated damped response theory by adding an empirical damping term to the standard Ehrenfest equation. 7 In a recent paper 8 we described an alternative approach, where empirical excited states lifetimes are introduced in terms of complex excitation energies. The damped response theory formulation by Norman et al. 6 and the one presented by Kristensen et al. 8 are equivalent. Both approaches describe that effectively damped response theory corresponds to introducing complex frequencies into the standard response equations.
Damped response theory provides empirically broadened molecular absorption spectra in arbitrary frequency ranges, which may be a non-trivial task using standard response theory techniques, 1 where each excited state in the frequency range of interest must be addressed individually to determine an absorption spectrum. In particular, this makes the calculaa) Electronic mail: kasperk@chem.au.dk. b) Current address: CTCC, Department of Chemistry, University of Tromsø, N-9037 Tromsø, Norway tion of absorption spectra for large molecules -which typically have high excited state densities -highly intractable. In contrast, damped response theory does not focus on the individual states but directly yields a complete absorption spectrum in the frequency range of interest, 8 making damped response theory a very useful tool for investigating absorption spectra for large molecules.
During the last few years damped response theory has been applied to calculate a wide variety of molecular properties. Damped linear response properties that have been addressed using damped response theory include one-photon absorption (OPA) spectra and dispersion coefficients, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] optical rotation and electronic circular dichroism spectra, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] x-ray absorption and natural circular dichroism spectra, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] the dynamic dipole magnetizability, 28 and relativistic linear response functions. 29, 30 Damped non-linear molecular properties described by quadratic response theory have been addressed, including Raman scattering, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] the electro-optical Kerr effect and second-harmonic generation, 6 and magnetic circular dichroism. [42] [43] [44] Damped response theory has also been applied in the context of calculating vibrational spectra. [45] [46] [47] In this paper we use the damped response theory formalism presented in Ref. 8 to calculate two-photon absorption (TPA) spectra. Introduced by Goeppert-Mayer in 1931, 48 TPA was first studied experimentally about 50 years ago. 49, 50 Since then TPA has become a powerful tool in numerous fields of science and technology, due to its applications, among others, in 3D fluorescence microscopy, [51] [52] [53] optical limiting, 52, 54 optical data storage, 55, 56 and 3D microfabrication. 51 Twophoton (and more generally multi-photon) spectroscopy exhibits greater 3D spatial selectivity, higher resolution and penetration than usual one-photon absorption spectroscopy, leading in turn to reduced scattering loss, photo-bleaching, and background fluorescence effects. The latest developments in the field of TPA materials, with emphasis on both the experimental and theoretical aspects, and on the strategies for the design and characterization of efficient chromophores, are discussed in detail in recent reviews. [57] [58] [59] The first fully ab initio calculation of two-photon transition matrix elements in molecules was performed about 25 years ago. 60 Modern response function theory was then established, 1 and it became straightforward to evaluate TPA for approximate electronic structure models and without recourse to truncated sum-over-state approaches. Highly accurate ab initio wave function correlated models have been used to evaluate TPA spectra, however, the application range for these studies has been limited to molecules of relatively small size. The prediction of TPA cross sections needed for the modeling and design of strongly absorbing chromophores has therefore often been performed using semi-empirical methodsoften associated to effective few-state or exciton models, mainly aiming at a qualitative analysis. Today time-dependent density functional theory [61] [62] [63] has become particularly useful being applicable to systems of ever increasing size and complexity.
In standard response theory the TPA amplitude may formally be determined from a residue analysis of the quadratic response function. 1 However, the physical observable is proportional to the TPA strength (the amplitude squared). The latter equals a residue of the cubic response function, 1 and it is therefore essential to consider damped cubic response theory to calculate damped TPA spectra. 8 In this work we demonstrate an important difference between damped OPA and damped TPA. Whereas the damped OPA spectrum is identical to an absorption spectrum obtained by superimposing Lorentzian lineshape functions onto the standard absorption stick spectrum, 8 the damped TPA spectrum generally differs somewhat from the standard TPA stick spectrum with superimposed lineshape functions. In the single-resonance case -where TPA may be envisioned as two consecutive one-photon transitions via a "virtual" statethe standard and damped TPA spectra are virtually identical. However, if a double resonance is encountered -i.e., another excited state exists halfway between the ground state and the excited state under investigation -then the standard TPA expression diverges. In contrast, the damped TPA expression is well-defined and physically meaningful at all optical frequencies -regardless of the excited state spectrum.
The broadening of spectral lines has been discussed in the literature in great detail. The broadening arises from a large variety of physical phenomena such as ro-vibrational structure, Doppler broadening (thermal and inhomogeneous broadening), pressure (related to molecular collisions, depending on both the density and the temperature and often addressed as the major contribution to homogeneous broadening), and the fact that the excited state lifetimes are finite due to spontaneous emission. All these mechanisms are usually combined and supplemented by local and nonlocal mechanisms, related to the spatial extent of the experiment and to phenomena as self absorption, transit-time, saturation, and power broadening. 64 With emphasis on nonlinear spectroscopies we refer to the classical textbooks of Mukamel, 65 Shen, 66 and Butcher and Cotter. 67 The theory of collisional broadening in two-photon spectroscopy was laid down in Ref. 68 , where the effects of inhomogeneous broadening, radiation damping, saturation, and intermediate resonant levels are also discussed. A discussion of how the TPA process is influenced by the ratio of the laser pulse duration compared to the excited state lifetime has also been presented. 69 It is difficult -if at all possibleto devise an accurate ab initio model, which takes into account the very many different broadening effects and provides a γ value tailored for each excited state. In any case such a task is beyond the scope of this paper, and we consider γ as a single empirical parameter, effectively encompassing all the broadening phenomena listed above.
The outline for this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we describe standard and damped TPA in exact response theory, and in Sec. III small test calculations of TPA spectra using KohnSham density functional theory (KS-DFT) are performed to compare standard and damped TPA spectra. Implementation details are given in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we summarize the results of calculations on R-(+)-1,1 -bi(2-naphtol), or BINOL, a system which was recently the subject of a mixed experimental/theoretical study [70] [71] [72] [73] of its two-photon absorption and circular dichroism 74, 75 spectra. Section VI contains our conclusions and outlook.
II. TWO-PHOTON ABSORPTION IN EXACT THEORY
We consider the process where a molecular system in the ground state |0 undergoes a transition to the excited state |n by absorbing two photons of frequencies ω α and ω β , i.e., ω α + ω β = ω n , where¯ω n is the nth excitation energy. We use atomic units throughout this paper (unless specified otherwise), i.e.,¯= e = m e = a 0 = 1. The (a, b)th component of the two-photon transition amplitude tensor T ab 0n (ω α , ω β ) may be written in the sum-over-states expression 48, 76 
where the sum is over all excited states (assumed to be real throughout the paper), μ a and μ b are components of the electric dipole operator, and where we have introduced the shorthand notations:
For the remainder of this paper we assume that the two photons have the same energy, i.e., ω α = ω β = ω. In this case T ab 0n (ω, ω) in Eq.
(1) becomes,
or, equivalently, since 2ω = ω n ,
The isotropically averaged expression for the TPA strengthδ 0n in a sample of randomly tumbling molecules is given by
where the sums run independently over the x, y, and z components of the molecular axes, and the numbers F, G, and H depend on the polarization of the incident photons. In all results presented in this paper we consider the case, where both photons are linearly polarized with parallel propagation corresponding to
To evaluate Eq. (5), we need to determine a set of TPA strength tensor components T ab 0n (ω n /2, ω n /2)T cd 0n (ω n /2, ω n /2), which may be obtained from a single residue of the cubic response function, 1 as we discuss in Sec. II A below. If a lower lying excited state |m happens to be exactly halfway between the ground state and |n -i.e., ω m = ω n /2 -then the standard expression for T ab 0n (ω n /2, ω n /2) diverges, see Eq. (4). A phenomenological solution to this problem is to let the mth excited state decay exponentially in time by introducing a finite excited state lifetime. [2] [3] [4] [5] Damped response theory provides a systematic way of doing this as discussed in Ref. 8 . In Sec. II B, we describe the determination of TPA using damped response theory.
A. Two-photon absorption in standard response theory
We use the following index convention: r abcde f denote combined frequency/operator-indices. r kmn are positive indices labeling excitation energies and excited states.
r pqr denote excitation energies and excited states and may be either positive or negative.
The TPA strength component T ab 0n (ω n /2, ω n /2) T cd 0n (ω n /2, ω n /2) may be determined from the residue of the cubic response function at ω cd = ω n as shown, e.g., in Refs. 1 and 8. However, to simplify the following analysis we now carry out an alternative residue analysis of the cubic response function, which is more suitable for a generalization to damped response theory.
Quasienergy formulation of response theory
In the quasienergy formulation of response theory, the response functions are obtained as perturbation strength derivatives of the time-averaged quasienergy {Q} T , 77, 78 
where |0 is the phase-isolated wave function for the perturbed molecular system and H is the total Hamiltonian,
written as a sum of the Hamiltonian for the unperturbed system H 0 and a time-dependent harmonic perturbation V t oscillating with a period T ,
Above μ b is a component of the electric operator and ε b is the corresponding electric field strength. The sum-index b in Eq. (8) is a combined frequency/operator-index, 8 which runs over both positive and negative frequencies and also over all operator components x, y, and z. The ensure the Hermicity of V t , it is required that
We describe the perturbed wave function |0 in terms of a set of time-dependent response parameters and collect these in a vector x(t) which is expanded in orders of the perturbation,
The individual elements in this order expansion may be expanded in terms of the different frequency and operator components present in V t , e.g., the first-and second-order response vectors are written in the forms,
We furthermore assume that the response parameters in the frequency domain are symmetric, e.g., x bc = x cb . It is convenient to introduce the short-hand notations,
where {ε} refers to the set of all perturbation strengths. We note that Q ab... f represents the f th order response function when the sum of frequencies is zero, 77 i.e.,
By differentiating the variational criteria for the timeaveraged quasienergy, 77 
∂{Q}
with respect to the perturbation strengths and evaluating at {ε} = 0, we may determine a set of response equations for the response parameters, e.g., the first-and second-order equations for x b and x cd may be expressed in the following manner,
where we have used Eqs. (11) and (12) and defined the firstand second-order right-hand side vectors g b and g cd . In Ref. 8 , the first-and second-order equations in Eq. (14) were expressed as (E [2] − ω b S [2] 
(E [2] − ω cd S [2] 
or, equivalently, in the diagonal representations
and explicit expressions for the first-and second-order righthand side vectors were found to be
and
where we have implicitly defined the permutation operator P cd . Using the structure of μ c [2] pq (Ref. 8)
we may write Eq. (18) in the form
where we have used Eqs. (3) and (16a). We thus recognize that the second-order right-hand side vector corresponds to the TPA amplitude vector. This prove will be very useful for the following analysis.
Two-photon absorption in cubic response theory
The TPA strength for the |0 → |n transition may be identified as the residue at ω cd = ω n for the cubic response function
g., in Ref. 1 . We now provide an alternative residue analysis of the cubic response function to obtain equations that are more easily generalized to damped response theory.
The cubic response function equals the fourth-order derivative of the time-averaged quasienergy Q abcd subject to the condition that ω a + ω b + ω c + ω d = 0. 77 According to the 2n + 1 rule (see, e.g., Ref. 79) Q abcd can be expressed in terms of all first-order response parameters (x a , x b , x c , x d ) and the three second-order parameters not referencing perturbation a (x bc , x bd , x cd ). All terms present in the total fourthorder derivative Q abcd not containing any of these seven response parameters may simply be omitted because they multiply zero. This is a direct consequence of the variational condition for the time-averaged quasienergy in Eq. (13) . Using this information we can express the total cubic response function in the following way:
where we have used Eq. (14b) to obtain the final equality. When identifying the residue of the cubic response function at ω cd = ω n only terms in Eq. (21) 
, where only the terms in total cubic response function
From Eq. (21), we see that only one term contains x cd , and the standard TPA response function thus becomes
where the summation is over both positive and negative q indices. Alternatively we may use Eqs. (16b) and (20) to express Eq. (23) in the form,
The form of (23) is useful from a computational point of view as will be discussed in detail in Sec. IV A, where we consider the implementation of TPA for density functional theory (DFT) response theory. We emphasize that to arrive at Eq. (23) we have only used the fact that the time-averaged quasienergy is variational. Equation (23) is therefore also valid in variational approximate electron structure theories and not only in exact theory. The alternative expression in Eq. (24) is useful for analysis purposes, which is our focus now. In particular, the residue of the cubic response function at ω cd = ω n may now easily be identified,
where ω c + ω d = ω n and consequently ω a + ω b = −ω n . We may still consider ω a (or ω b ) and ω c (or ω d ) as independent parameters. By choosing ω c = ω and ω a = −ω (where ω is a (positive) optical laser frequency) we obtain the following frequency relations:
and Eq. (25) becomes,
Thus, the residue of the cubic response function at ω cd = ω n yields the (a, b, c, d)th component of the TPA strength ten-
We mention that the TPA amplitude component T ab 0n (ω n /2, ω n /2) may also be determined from a residue of the quadratic response function. Specifically, the residue of the quadratic response function equals the product of a TPA amplitude and an OPA amplitude (a dipole matrix element):
In standard response theory it is straightforward to separate the T ab 0n (ω n /2, ω n /2) and μ c n0 contributions and subsequently evaluate the TPA strengths simply by squaring the TPA amplitudes, see Eq. (5). In damped quadratic response theory a spectrum of the residues in Eq. (28) with superimposed lineshape functions is obtained, 8 and it is not possible to separate out the individual TPA and OPA amplitude components from this spectrum. However, the cubic residue in Eq. (25) directly equals the TPA strength, and the corresponding damped cubic response function therefore directly yields a spectrum of TPA strengths. We elaborate on this matter in Sec. II B below. 
Double-resonances in standard TPA theory
The TPA transition |0 → |n is usually interpreted as the absorption of one photon to a so-called "virtual" state, followed by a second one-photon transition from the virtual state to the final state |n as depicted in Fig. 1(a) . This interpretation is useful if |n is one of the lower lying excited states.
If |n is a higher lying excited state there might exist an intermediate state |m halfway between the ground state |0 and |n as depicted in Fig. 1(b) , i.e., ω m = ω n /2. If the laser frequency ω is chosen such that ω = ω m = ω n /2, the one-photon transitions |0 → |m and |m → |n will be simultaneously resonant. We refer to this situation as a doubleresonance.
When ω = ω m = ω n /2, the mth component in the expression for the TPA amplitude in Eq. (4) diverges. This divergence is caused by the fact that the excited state lifetimes in standard response theory are infinite. A standard way of treating this problem is to introduce a phenomenological lifetime for the excited states, which are close to resonance, see, e.g., Refs. 2-5. The introduction of a finite lifetime for the state |m is equivalent to introducing a complex excitation energy. We refer to response theory where phenomenological lifetimes have been introduced as damped response theory. We now describe how damped response theory can be used to determine TPA spectra where the double-resonance case can also be treated.
B. Two-photon absorption in damped response theory
In the damped response theory formulation in Ref. 8 it was demonstrated that the introduction of effective excited state lifetimes in terms of complex excitation energies effectively corresponds to carrying out the replacements, 
Equation (29) effectively corresponds to adding the imaginary factor iγ to the (real) optical frequency ω α . We note that γ describes the half width at half maximum (HWHM) for the (non-normalized) Lorentzian A(ω), and it is therefore a measure of the width of absorption peaks in damped absorption spectra. As discussed in the Introduction we consider γ as an empirical parameter effectively encompassing a wide variety of broadening effects.
The first-and second-order damped response equations may now be obtained by carrying out the replacements in Eq. (29) into Eqs. (15) and (16) 
and the diagonal representation
1x cd k
where the (complex) damped quantities are denoted by bars.
Note that the first-order right-hand side vector g b contains no excitation energies, see Eq. (17), and consequently g b is real (and, therefore, not denoted by a bar). In contrast, the complex damped second-order right-hand side vectorḡ cd is obtained by carrying out the replacement in Eq. (29) into Eq. (20):
where we have used the frequency relations in Eq. (26) and allowed for complex frequency arguments in the TPA amplitude in Eq. (1), i.e.,
Similarly, theḡ ab vector becomes,
where
Thus, if a = c and b = d, theḡ ab andḡ cd vectors are related in the following simple manner
which is valid for both positive and negative q indices. Expressions for the standard TPA response function were given in Eqs. (23) and (24) . Corresponding expressions for the
can be identified by replacing all standard quantities by their damped counterparts (e.g., replacing g cd byḡ cd ) to obtain the damped counterparts of Eqs. (23) and (24):
where we have inserted the frequency relations in Eq. (26) to obtain the last equality in Eq. (39) . Equation (38) is useful from a computational point of view and will be discussed in Sec. IV B, whereas Eq. (39) is useful for analysis purposes which is our focus now. We note that the norm of the denominator in the first term of Eq. (39) is much smaller than the norm of the denominator in the second term since ω > 0. Similarly, from Eqs. (34) and (36) it follows that the norm of the damped TPA amplitudes in the first term is much larger than those in the second term,
Thus, the first term in Eq. (39) completely dominates the expression, and for analysis purposes we may omit the second term,
We now demonstrate that the isotropic average of the imaginary components of the numerator in Eq. (41) vanishes, which will simplify the following analysis. The isotropic average in Eq. (5) contains two types of components: (i) abab and (ii) aabb. For the abab-components we obtain, using Eqs. (34a) and (36b),
Equation (42) states that the abab-components of the damped TPA strengths are purely real. For the aabb-components we need to consider the imaginary part of the full sum in Eq. (5),
where we have used Eq. (42) for a = b to remove the diagonal terms, and also the fact that the sum of a complex number and its complex conjugate is purely real.
In conclusion, when calculating the isotropic average in Eq. (5) for the damped TPA strengths the imaginary components are either zero term by term (abab-components), or cancel each other when the summation is carried out (aabbcomponents). Thus, only the real parts of the damped TPA strength components contribute to the physical observable TPA and we, therefore, disregard the imaginary part in the following analysis.
Let us write out the (a, b, c, d)th component of the damped TPA strength tensor in Eq. (41) and leave out the redundant imaginary part,
where we have used Eq. (30) 
The imaginary part of the damped linear response function represents a spectrum of the (a, b)th component of the
] with superimposed Lorentzian lineshape functions A q (ω), whereas the real part describes a dispersion spectrum. Noticing the similarities between Eqs. (46) and (47) 
The isotropically averaged damped TPA spectrumδ D (ω) is obtained as in Eq. (5)
We note that the imaginary part of the damped linear response function in Eq. (47) is identical to a one-photon stick spectrum with superimposed lineshape functions. The damped TPA functionδ D (ω) is in general not completely identical to the standard TPA strengths in Eq. (4) with superimposed lineshape functions. However, in Sec. III A we show that in the single-resonance case [ Fig. 1(a) ] the damped and standard TPA spectra are -for all practical purposesidentical. In contrast, in the double-resonance case depicted in Fig. 1(b) , the standard TPA spectrum diverges, whereas the damped TPA spectrum is still well-defined and physically meaningful. We elaborate on this matter in Sec. III B.
III. COMPARISON OF STANDARD AND DAMPED TPA
In this section we compare standard and damped TPA spectra in the single (Sec. III A and double (Sec. III B) resonance cases, corresponding to Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively. In Sec. III C, we also compare standard and damped TPA spectra over a broader frequency range. The discussions are accompanied by illustrative TPA spectra for small test systems calculated using DFT or HF response theory. We postpone the implementation details to Sec. IV and focus here only on the physical interpretation of the damped TPA spectra.
A. The single-resonance case
The broadening factor γ is in general much smaller than the optical frequencies, so if the optical frequency in Eq. (30) is far from ω k we may omit the γ 2 factor in the denominator of D k (ω), whereas A k (ω) is close to zero:
Thus, for analysis purposes, the replacement in Eq. (29) 
whereas, using Eqs. frequency ω,
Inserting Eq. (53) into Eq. (49a) the damped TPA function may be written as
(ω far-off-resonance).
This expression is very similar but not identical to the corresponding standard TPA residue spectrum with superimposed lineshape functions δ abcd S (ω), which, using Eq. (27) , has the form
The TPA amplitudes in the damped TPA spectrum in Eq. (54) depend on the optical frequency ω, whereas the frequencies entering the standard TPA amplitudes in Eq. (55) equal exactly half the excitation energies ω q /2. In the singleresonance case the damped and standard TPA spectra will thus be very similar, but not identical.
To illustrate the discussion above we have, in Fig. 2 , plotted the isotropically averaged damped TPA spectrum in Eq. (50) and the corresponding standard TPA spectrumδ S (ω),
for a CAM-B3LYP (Ref. [80] [81] [82] calculation on the LiH molecule using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis. 83 The first excited state in LiH (ω 1 = 0.128 a.u.) is relatively isolated, and therefore the |0 → |1 transition is appropriate to illustrate the single-resonance case. The frequency range in Fig. 2 is therefore centered around ω 1 /2 to probe two-photon excitation to |1 . Clearly, for all practical purposes the standard and damped spectra are identical, but a closer inspection reveals that they differ slightly for the reasons discussed above.
B. The double-resonance case
We now consider the double-resonance case, where ω and 2ω are both close to resonance in the sense that ω ≈ ω m and 2ω ≈ ω n , see Fig. 1(b) . In this case the standard expression for the TPA amplitude in Eq. (4) becomes artificially large, and it diverges in the limit where ω = ω m = ω n /2. In damped response theory the singularity problems of standard response theory are effectively avoided by introducing a factor iγ in the denominator of the standard TPA amplitudes, see, e.g., Eqs. (34) and (36) . We now discuss the implications of this empirical solution to the singularity problem in the double-resonance case.
When ω is close to ω m the mth term will dominate the sum-over-states expression for the TPA amplitude in Eq. (4), and the expression for the standard TPA strength in Eq. (27) approximately becomes,
which clearly diverges if ω m = ω n /2. The permutation operator was defined in Eq. (18) . Considering damped TPA, the nth term will dominate the sum-over-states expressions in Eq. (49) when 2ω ≈ ω n :
Furthermore, since ω ≈ ω m the mth term in Eq. (45) will dominate the overall shapes of abcd n (ω) and
and Eq. (58) may thus be written as
A function analysis shows that in the approximate double-resonance case A m (ω) 2 A n (2ω) completely dominates compared to D m (ω) 2 A n (2ω). Therefore, the form of the TPA function δ abcd D in Eq. (48) will be determined by δ abcd (ω) and the δ abcd (ω) term may be neglected:
This is to be contrasted with the single-resonance case in Eq. (54) , where δ abcd (ω) is the dominant contribution. To investigate in more detail the physical content of Eq. (61) let us consider the exact double-resonance case ω = ω m = ω n /2, see Fig. 1(b) , and assume that a = b = c = d = x (TPA absorption along the x axis):
where we have used Eq. (30b) and inserted the empirical lifetime τ = (2γ ) −1 . A simple physical interpretation of the TPA process described by Eq. (62) is the following:
(1) First, the one-photon excitation |0 → |m occurs with transition strength |μ x 0m | 2 , corresponding to the first transition in Fig. 1(b) . This process is proportional to the lifetime of |m (τ ); (2) Following the |0 → |m transition, a second onephoton transition |m → |n occurs with transition strength |μ x mn | 2 [the second transition in Fig. 1(b) ]. This process is proportional to the lifetime of |m (τ ) and to the lifetime of |n (also τ because we simply assume that all excited states have the same lifetime).
The total TPA process is therefore proportional to |μ
(second transition). This interpretation is also equivalent with what Sakurai
2 obtains by using a slow turn-on method for the external potential. We emphasize, however, that no real information is contained in the lifetime τ , because it merely is an empirical pa- rameter, and, therefore, the interpretation given above is only qualitative.
Let us now consider the exact double-resonance case discussed above using a small test calculation. The test system is hydrogen fluoride with an H − F bond length of 1.95 477 a.u., and with 6-31G basis functions on F and an STO-3G basis function on H . We emphasize that this very artificial system is in no way a realistic representation of the hydrogen fluoride molecule; however, it serves as a useful test system, because the third and fourth excitation energies are related by ω 3 = ω 4 /2 = 0.7204 a.u. at the Hartree-Fock (HF) level of theory. This system, thus, illustrates the structure of damped TPA spectra in the general double-resonance case.
A standard TPA calculation of the |0 → |4 two-photon transition for this HF molecule will give meaninglessly high numbers, if the response equations converge at all. In contrast, the damped TPA calculation gives a smooth spectrum centered at ω = ω 3 = ω 4 /2 = 0.7204 a.u., see Fig. 3 . The damped TPA formulation thus provides a meaningful spectrum, also in double-resonance cases.
C. TPA spectra over a broad frequency range
We have now discussed the single-resonance (Sec. III A) and double-resonance (Sec. III B) cases by zooming into single peaks in the TPA spectrum. A general TPA spectrum will contain a mixture of (approximate) single-and double-resonance transitions corresponding to excitations from the ground state to different excited states. Let us, therefore, also compare standard and damped TPA spectra in a broader frequency range. This is done in Fig. 4 , where we have plotted standard (red) and damped (black) TPA spectra for a CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ calculation on the LiH molecule.
The two spectra in Fig. 4 have similar shapes, but their appearances are still quite different, because the excitation spectrum contains approximate double-resonances, which, as discussed in Sec. III B, cause the standard TPA spectrum to blow up compared to the damped spectrum. For example, the one-photon frequency for the largest peak (ω ≈ 0.131 a.u.) is approximately twice that of the lowest excitation (ω ≈ 0.064 a.u.). Thus, for the approximate doubleresonance at ω ≈ 0.131 a.u., the standard TPA values are much larger than the corresponding damped values. The validity of Eq. (4) is therefore highly questionable in this case. Note also that in both standard and damped spectra, approximate double-resonance peaks completely dominate the spectra compared to single-resonance peaks.
Summarizing, in the single-resonance case the standard and damped TPA spectra are -for all practical purposesidentical, whereas the occurrence of a double-resonance causes the standard TPA spectrum to blow up. In contrast, the damped TPA spectrum is well-defined and provides physically motivated TPA spectra at all optical frequencies. It should also be kept in mind that the exact appearance of the damped TPA spectrum depends on the empirical broadening parameter γ , which determines the width of the absorption peaks.
IV. TWO-PHOTON ABSORPTION IN DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY
In this section we describe how standard and damped TPA spectra may be evaluated using the atomic orbital (AO) based DFT response formulation developed in Ref. 84 . Our aim is to develop DFT expressions, which resemble the expressions in exact theory presented in Sec. II as closely as possible. In Sec. IV A, we carry out a residue analysis of the standard TPA response function
to obtain a standard TPA stick spectrum; and in Sec. IV B, we introduce damping terms into the standard TPA response function to obtain a damped TPA response function
A. Standard two-photon absorption
In Sec. II A, we demonstrated that the standard TPA response function may be written in the form of Eq. (23) for any variational electron structure model including KS-DFT. The density matrix-based DFT analogue of Eq. (23) becomes,
where g ab is the second-order right-hand side matrix and X cd is the second-order response matrix. We mention that we have also explicitly derived Eq. (63) based on the formulation in Ref. 84 , but the derivation is quite lengthy and we shall refrain from presenting it here. The right-hand side matrix g ab is given by
where D is the optimized AO density matrix for the unperturbed molecule and S is the AO overlap matrix,
The P ov operator projects out the occupied-virtual and virtual-occupied components of a matrix A
where the P and Q matrices are projectors onto the occupied and virtual spaces, respectively,
We note that Eq. (64) corresponds to Eq. (187) in Ref. 84 , where the terms associated with perturbation-dependent basis sets (which are not used in this work) have been omitted. In addition, the explicit use of the projection operator P ov in Eq. (64) has allowed us to simplify Eq. (187) in Ref. 84 further by removing some redundant terms which do not comply with the projection properties of g ab :
The first-order derivative of the density matrix with respect to perturbation b (in the frequency domain) is denoted by D b and may be written in the following form
where X b is the first-order response matrix for the μ b perturbation which is obtained by solving the first-order response equation
The first-order right-hand side matrix g b is given by
Equations (71) and (72) are the DFT equivalents of the exact expressions in Eqs. (15a) and (17), respectively. We refer to Ref. 84 for the definitions of the linear transformations E [2] X b and S [2] X b in AO-based DFT. The F a (D a ) matrix in Eq. (64) is the total first-order derivative of the Kohn-Sham(KS) matrix with respect to perturbation a (in the frequency domain),
where the two-electron KS matrix G K S (D a ) is a sum of the two-electron matrix with η-scaled exchange G η (D a ) and the exchange-correlation matrix G xc (D a ),
where is the overlap distribution,
v xc is the exchange-correlation potential and ρ(r 1 ) is the electron density at the position r 1 . The integration variable x (not to be confused with the response parameters) refers to both spin and spatial components, 84 and the two-electron integrals are given by (64) is the secondorder derivative of the KS matrix with respect to perturbations a and b (in the frequency domain), where only the terms containing first-order response parameters (X a and X b ) have been kept (hence the "1" subscript), 84 
F ab
where we have introduced the particular component of the second-order density matrix, 84 which contains only first-order response parameters,
with
The second order derivative of the exchange-correlation potential v ab xc,1 with respect to perturbations a and b (leaving out second-order response parameters) may be written in the form
where the first-and second-order perturbed electron densities (leaving out second-order response parameters) are given by
The second-order response matrix X cd in Eq. (63) contains only occupied-virtual and virtual-occupied components, 84 i.e.,
and is obtained by solving the second-order response equation 84 (E [2] − ω cd S [2] 
where g cd is given by Eq. (64) (71) for a negative optical frequency ω a = −ω (ω b = −ω). However, due to the pairing properties of the E [2] and S [2] matrices, see, e.g., Ref. 85 , X a (−ω) and X c (ω) are related in a simple manner (for a = c),
where we have added frequency arguments for clarity. The relation in Eq. (89) implies the following symmetry relation between the second-order right-hand side matrices:
which will prove useful for the analysis below. In Eq. (90) and in the following analysis we have included frequency arguments in the right-hand side matrices for clarity. Let us now determine the residue of (63) at ω cd = ω n , which determines the TPA strength for the |0 → |n transition. This is the DFT analogue of the exact residue expression in Eq. (27) . It is convenient first to rewrite Eq. (63) using the supermatrix notation, see, e.g., Refs. 8, 85, and 86, where the AO indices μν (Greek letters) are collected in one index I (Roman letter), e.g, X cd μν → X I ; E [2] μνρσ → E [2] I J .
With this supermatrix notation a two-index matrix (X cd ) is written in bold Roman font, whereas its vector analogue (X cd ) is written in bold italic font.
Using Eq. (90) and the supermatrix notation introduced above we may rewrite Eq. (63) in a form, which is more useful for determining the TPA residue, The replacement in Eq. (100) transforms the standard DFT equations in Eqs. (71) and (88) into their damped counterparts,
Equation (101) is the DFT equivalent of the exact response equations in Eq. (31) . Note that the first-order right-hand side matrix g b is real and given by Eq. (72), whereas the secondorder right-hand side matrixḡ cd is a complex quantity. The second-order right-hand side matrixḡ ab is obtained by introducing complex excitation energies into Eq. (64) 
Similarly, the damped second-order particular density matrix is obtained by replacing the standard matrices in Eqs. (81) and (82) by their damped counterparts,
Introducing the damped density matrices above into the standard second-order right-hand side matrix in Eq. (64), we obtainḡ (89) we have the following symmetry relation for the damped response matrices:
where we have added frequency arguments for clarity using the frequency relations in Eq. (26) . Similarly, the damped form of Eq. (90) becomes,
where we have again included frequency arguments in the right-hand side matrices for clarity. Equation (107) is the DFT equivalent of the exact damped response theory relation in Eq. (37).
We have now described how to obtain the damped TPA response function in Eq. (99) 
and the isotropically averaged damped TPA spectrum is calculated using Eq. (50 
V. THE TPA SPECTRUM OF BINOL
As a first application of damped TPA in DFT on a molecule of a relatively large size, we consider BINOL. The TPA and two-photon circular dichroism (TPCD) spectra of BINOL were reported recently 70, 71 for the species dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (THF). The one-and two-photon spectra of both gas-phase and solvated BINOL have also been studied computationally, see Refs. 70-72, with focus mainly on TPCD. 74, 75 In Ref. 72 , an extensive conformational analysis was carried out, which showed that the scissoring slow vibration between the two naphthyl moieties affected negligibly the spectroscopic response of BINOL, both linear and non linear. One of the characteristics of BINOL, which makes it interesting for our first application, is that the experimental TPA spectrum, recorded between 230 and 330 nm (from 3.75 to 5.40 eV), as confirmed also by DFT calculations, 72 encompasses a spectral region with a high density of excited electronic states.
The geometrical parameters used in the BINOL calculations were taken from Ref. 87 and can be found in supporting information to Ref. 72 . In this work, standard and damped gas-phase TPA spectra were computed at the DFT level using the B3LYP functional. [88] [89] [90] The calculations were carried out using the cc-pVDZ (670 primitives, 378 contracted) basis set, 83 which is expected to be of sufficient quality to yield a good qualitative picture of the two-photon response of Table  II . Both the standard (sticks and convoluted) and damped TPA spectra are shown in Fig. 5 . The damping factor employed for the Lorentzian used in the damped TPA calculations was γ = 0.004 a.u., corresponding to a HWHM of ≈0.10 eV. In the range of our spectra, this means HWHM going from ≈5 nm (when λ= 346 nm) to ≈20 nm (when λ= 680 nm). All response calculations were carried out using a local version of the linear-scaling DALTON 91 code. In Fig. 5 
where X = S for standard TPA and X = D for damped TPA. Equation (109) yields the TPA spectrum in Göppert-Mayer (GM) units, when all the quantities on the right-hand side are given in atomic units. For standard TPA,δ S (ω) is identified from Eqs. (55) and (56), with the sum in Eq. (55) restricted to the 35 first excited states (in Table I 
In damped TPA,δ D (ω) is given by Eqs. (50) and (108). The standard and damped spectra are reasonably close to each other, as they should be, except below 400 nm, where the standard spectrum dies out abruptly, because only 35 excited states have been considered for the standard TPA spectrum, see Eq. (110). In contrast, the damped TPA spectrum by construction gets contributions from all excited states and thus also from strong TPA absorbers well below 400 nm, which have not been determined using the standard approach. Differences between the standard and damped TPA spectra arise also elsewhere, for example around λ ≈450 nm where rather strong two-photon absorbing states are present, which are not seen clearly in our damped TPA spectrum due to the crude sampling of the frequency region.
Our simulated spectra show qualitatively the behavior observed in experiment, although with a net blue shift of the peak observed by experimentalists around 450 nm (by at least 70-75 nm if we assume that it can be mimicked by the relative maximum at ≈375 nm in the simulated spectra). Also, an overestimate of both the separation and the ratio in intensities between the maximum at 450 nm and the plateau at about 550 nm (experimental wavelengths) is observed. A more in depth analysis of these aspects (much along the lines of what was done in Ref. 72 ) goes beyond the scope of this study. In this work we have been able to show that damped response theory provides a complete and reasonable description of TPA spectra without detailed knowledge of the excited electronic state manifold and of their two-photon responses. This is of extreme importance in large molecules, where the density of excited states in regions of relevance for two-photon spectroscopy might be particularly large.
VI. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
We have demonstrated how TPA spectra can be calculated in damped response theory by introducing complex excitation energies into the standard response theory expressions. By construction, standard and damped TPA spectra are not completely identical. However, in the single-resonant case standard and damped response theory provide -for practical purposes -the same TPA spectra. In contrast, the occurrence of (approximate) double-resonances causes the standard TPA spectrum to blow up, whereas the damped TPA spectrum is well-defined and provides physically motivated TPA spectra at all optical frequencies. In particular, at exact double-resonances the damped TPA spectrum describes two successive one-photon transitions as depicted in Fig. 1(b) . Even though damped TPA spectra have a more physically correct behavior at double-resonances than standard TPA spectra, it should be kept in mind that the exact appearance of the damped TPA spectra depends on an empirical broadening parameter γ , which determine the width of the absorption peaks.
The double-resonance situation becomes increasingly more common for larger molecules with dense excited state spectra, which makes damped TPA theory an attractive tool for studying the TPA of large molecules. Another argument for applying damped TPA to large molecules is their high density of states. Using standard response theory techniques 1, 85 each excited state must be addressed individually -regardless of its associated absorption strength. For small molecules this does not pose a problem as all absorptions in the frequency range of interest may usually be determined in this way. However, due to the very high density of the excited states in large molecules the determination of all excited states in the frequency range of interest is often a very difficult task using standard techniques. In contrast, damped TPA spectra may be obtained in any selected frequency range. A drawback of using damped TPA is of course that we only get a convoluted TPA spectrum and no information about the individual excited states. Alternatively, if the individual excitation energies and associated TPA strengths are of interest, standard and damped TPA theory can be combined: first, the largest peaks in the TPA spectrum are located using damped response theory, and subsequently individual excited states corresponding to these particular peaks are accessed in standard response theory using, for example, root homing techniques. 95, 96 For these reasons we consider damped response theory as a viable tool to investigate the TPA for large molecules -whether applied alone or in combination with standard response theory techniques.
